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Aiming at the weak robustness and low segmentation accuracy of traditional basketball scene segmentation methods, this study
proposed an improved basketball scene semantic segmentation model based on DeepLabv3+ for the purpose of basketball scene
segmentation and accurate positioning of players. In this model, a relatively complex decoder is designed based on the
DeepLabv3+ network. Multiple feature fusion is used to restore the semantic information of the image, and the convolutional
block attention mechanism is introduced to optimize the channel weight and position information, reduce the computational
complexity of the model, and improve the edge sensitivity. Experimental results show that the proposedmodel is 21.8% better than
FCN’s full convolution model and 1.9% better than DeepLabv3+. At the speed of segmentation, it can process 6 pictures per
second, greatly improving the accuracy of semantic segmentation for basketball scenes. In the future, real-time detection of sports
such as basketball using computer vision methods will become more and more important.

1. Introduction

In recent years, basketball has become popular both at home
and abroad. However, players in professional leagues �ght
�ercely, so it is hard to avoid missing or misjudging [1]. Fair
refereeing is very important to the basketball game.  e
refereeing decisions often decide the trend of the game.
 erefore, how to improve the situation has become a big
problem. In CBA, there are frontcourt referees, backcourt
referees, and video replay. Although the video replay is very
clear, if every shot is judged by replay, the game will become
extremely complicated and time-consuming, without
timeliness [2]. erefore, it is necessary to study the behavior
identi�cation of athletes. At present, the identi�cation
method of athlete attributes still studies the existence
of attributes without obtaining the position information
of the attributes of man and the ball. Obtaining the position
of the player and the ball, that is, accurate positioning, is the
premise of attribute judgment, which is very meaningful for
semantic segmentation of basketball scenes [3].

Deep learning is widely used in various �elds because of
its ability to extract image features and �t complex problems,

and semantic segmentation is one of the key tasks of deep
learning. Some researchers replaced the fully connected layer
with the full convolution layer and proposed FCN, which
realized end-to-end and pixel-to-pixel image segmentation
for the �rst time, thus opening the door to semantic seg-
mentation [4]. In the same year, one researcher proposed
DeepLabv1, which introduced the dilated convolution of the
1990s into the �eld of semantic segmentation and increased
the receptive �eld without increasing parameters. In�uenced
by the success of SPP in the target detection algorithm
R-CNN, the model PSPNet combined with spatial pyramid
was proposed. Some researchers also proposed DeepLabv2,
which combined SPP and dilated convolution to form spatial
pyramid structures with di�erent dilation rates and realized
multiscale feature extraction [5]. Before long, DeepLabv3
was proposed, and v3 adopted Xception as a feature ex-
traction network, which greatly reduced the parameter
calculation, and at the same time, the removed condition was
postprocessed with the �eld, which realized the deep
learning semantic segmentation model in the real sense.
Some researchers were in�uenced by the idea of SegNet
encoding and decoding structure and proposed a model
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DeepLabv3+ containing a decoder. *is model has achieved
amazing results on multiple datasets, showing strong gen-
eralization ability [6].

As for the traditional methods, video shot segmentation
has many characteristics, such as high complexity, high cost,
great variation, and difficulty in automatic extraction. In this
study, deep learning semantic segmentation is introduced
into the basketball scene, and combined with the con-
volutional block attention mechanism, an improved se-
mantic segmentation model based on DeepLabv3+ is
proposed for real-time segmentation and accurate posi-
tioning of players [7]. Real-time basketball segmentation
using the DeepLabv3+ algorithm will become an integral
part of the athlete’s court.

2. Traditional DeepLabv3+ Model

*e original model of DeepLabv3+ is shown in Figure 1. *e
model is mainly composed of an encoder and a decoder. *e
encoder is divided into two parts: the DCNNS extraction
network and ASPP spatial pyramid structure [8]. *e de-
coder includes one feature fusion and two upsampling.
During model training, the initial image is first entered into
the coding module, and after DCNNS extraction, the net-
work reduces the resolution of the image to 1/16 of the
original [9]. *e extracted feature tensor is then imported
into the ASPP structure, which is a spatial pyramid structure
with different dilution rates. *en, channel compression is
realized through 1× 1 convolution to prevent the prediction
result from skewing to the underlying features [10]. In the
decoder, images restored by the quadruple bilinear inter-
polation and feature extraction network are used for a
splicing feature fusion, and then, a quadruple bilinear in-
terpolation is used to realize the image output [11]. *e
construction of spatial pyramid structures with different
dilation rates improves the extraction of multiscale features
and achieves the balance of receptive field and resolution.

3. Improved DeepLabv3+ Model

For the segmentation of the basketball scene, if the tradi-
tional DeepLabv3+ model is used for segmentation, there is
the problem of fuzzy edge segmentation. As shown in
Figure 2, this study takes the DeepLabv3+ original model as
the main body and improves the model from the following
two aspects. First, inspired by the SegNet model, a more
complex decoder is designed to supplement the underlying
features and restore image information better. Second, be-
cause a large number of channels and parameters will affect
the training of the network, ASPP connects a convolutional
attentional mechanism module (CBAM) to strengthen the
position and channel features of the feature graph and
enhance the generalization ability of the network [12].

3.1. ImprovementofDecoder. *is study designed a relatively
complex decoder [13]. *e resolution of the basketball scene
dataset in this study is 512∗ 512, which is relatively low.
After four downsamplings, the resolution is only 1/16 of the
original, that is, 32∗ 32. Although advanced features are

extracted from the network, a large amount of low-level
feature information is discarded, which makes the image
blurred and difficult to recover in upsampling [14].
*erefore, a relatively complex decoder is designed in this
study. *e decoder is changed from one-time feature fusion
to two-time feature fusion to extract the bottom layer re-
flected by the feature graph of the first several layers in
the feature network, and local information complements
the high-level semantics of the output layer, so that the
upsampling process can better restore the semantic infor-
mation of the image. In addition, in the decoder, the original
two 4× upsamplings are changed to four 2× upsamplings.
Compared with two 4× upsamplings, four 2× upsamplings
can restore semantic information more accurately [15].

3.2. AttentionMechanismModule. *e human visual system
tends to automatically ignore some unimportant things
when judging things and puts limited energy on things we
need to pay attention to, which greatly reduces the time
needed to process things. For example, when typing, we pay
more attention to the screen of the computer than to the
outline of the computer. *is is the attention mechanism
[16]. *e mechanism model was first used in natural lan-
guage processing and has gained great success, so it is fa-
vored in computer vision.

CBAM represents the attention mechanism module of
the convolution module, which is a kind of attention
mechanism module combining space and channel [17]. As
shown in Figure 3, input feature graph F and obtain feature
graph F1 through the channel attention mechanism. F2 is
obtained through the spatial attention mechanism.

*e traditional DeepLabv3+ model has too few modified
edges, resulting in rough edge segmentation and making no
difference in the category importance of segmented pixels
[7]. As the original model network contains a large number
of channel integration, the deeper the operation network, the
more difficult it is to describe and extract the features, which
is not conducive to the expansion of learning. *erefore, the
CBAMdual-attentionmechanism is introduced in this study
to assign weight coefficients to channels and give higher
weight to edge channels, to optimize the training network
and enhance the generalization ability of the network.

4. Experiment

4.1. Dataset and Preprocessing. *e experimental data were
obtained in the continuous shooting mode of the mobile
phone. *e shooting was divided into 24 groups of 100
images each. *e experimental data were divided into three
parts: training set (2,000 images), validation set (200 im-
ages), and test set (200 images). After uniformly and con-
tinuously naming the collected images, Python code was
used to cut the images with the same specifications, and the
images with a resolution of 512× 512 were produced. Finally,
the processed images were classified and integrated into the
initial dataset [18].

*e annotation tool LabelMe in Anaconda was used to
label the images in the initial dataset one by one and
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generate JSON files at the same time. Finally, the dataset
was used to batch transform the images into gray maps with
a bit depth of 24° [19]. *e dataset used by the model in this

study is a combination of the original dataset and the
transformed gray map. *e sample dataset is shown in
Figure 4:
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Figure 2: Improved model.
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Figure 1: DeepLabv3+ original model.
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In Figure 4, the left image represents the shooting image
and the right image represents the annotated image. *en,
according to the original image and annotated image, the
single channel grayscale image is trained and combined with
the shooting image to form a basketball dataset. *e dataset
contains 2,400 images, which are divided into three cate-
gories: people, basketball, and background images. In the

Figure 4: DeepLabv3+ data sample diagram.
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Figure 3: Convolutional block attention mechanism.

Figure 5: Data enhancement image.

Table 1: Training and test environment.

Item Parameter
Operating system Linux
Algorithm framework PyTorch
GPU 1660 Ti
Memory 8G
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segmentation effect, the color of the image is divided into 3
categories, and each color corresponds to the corresponding
category. In semantic segmentation datasets, common
datasets contain tens of thousands or even hundreds of
thousands of data, so as to meet the needs of model learning,
improve segmentation accuracy, and reduce the overfitting
phenomenon caused by too few images. *e dataset used in
this article is relatively small. To improve the diversity of
training samples and reduce the underfitting problem
caused by insufficient samples in the training process, this
study uses horizontal flip, vertical flip, noise, and bright-
ening to expand the dataset, so that the training set contains
10,000 images.

Figure 5 shows the effect of horizontal flip, vertical flip,
noise, and brightening.

4.2. Experimental Configuration and Model Training. *e
experiment used a Linux system and PyTorch deep learning
framework to train the semantic segmentation model in this
study. Table 1 provides the specific configuration and
training environment for specific experiments.

*e number of iterations of the experiment was set to
8,000. ASPP dilated convolution rate was set to [6, 7, 12] and
batch size to 4. To avoid stagnation in the training process,
SGD was adopted to update the learning rate. *e cross-
entropy loss function was used as the loss function. At the
beginning of the iteration, the decline of the loss function
was very rapid, and after 400 iterations, the decline of the
loss function slowed down significantly, and the final loss
function approached about 1.0 [20].

4.3. Comparison and Analysis of Models. *e evaluation
index of the model is mainly divided into two parts. One is
the pixel accuracy PA, which is the percentage of predicted
pixels divided by original correct pixels. *e value of PA is
proportional to the image segmentation effect. *e average
value of PA of different kinds is calculated to obtain MPA.

*e other is IoU, that is, the ratio of the intersection of
correctly segmented pixels and the union of two categories
of pixels, known as the intersection over union (IoU). MIoU
is the average value of IoU, that is, the average IoU.

To ensure the rigor and scientific nature of the experi-
ment, the segmentation effect diagrams of the FCN model,
the improved DeepLabv3+ model, and the basic Deep-
Labv3+ model were compared in the experiment. *e
segmentation comparison is shown in Figure 6.

It can be concluded from Figure 6 that FCN, the original
semantic segmentation model, can roughly segment images
of man and ball, but it is not ideal for edge and detail
segmentation. DeepLabv3+ shows strong segmentation
capability in this respect but still needs to be improved in
position. *e CBAM module of the parallel attention
mechanism is added, which not only improves the edge
segmentation considerably but also has a strong sensitivity
to position, thus achieving a good segmentation effect [4].

Table 2: Segmentation accuracy comparison of different models on
the basketball dataset.

Network model MPA MIoU/% Time/FPS
FCN 92.1 62.7 7.6
SegNet 92.6 69.2 9.1
DeepLabv3+ 92.7 82.6 5.8
Serial CBAM 93.6 83.7 5.6
Parallel CBAM 94.3 84.5 5.6

Table 3: Comparison of the segmentation accuracy of improved
models with different attention mechanisms.

|Network model CAM CBAM MIoU
DeepLabv3+ 82.6
Serialv3+ ✓ 84.1
Parallelv3+ ✓ 83.9
Parallelv3+ ✓ 84.5

The original image Annotate an image FCN Deeplabv3+ Improved 3+

Figure 6: Comparison of segmentation effects of different models.
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FCN can achieve 62.7% MIoU in the basketball dataset,
while DeepLabv3+ can achieve 82.6%. In the experiment,
two different improvement methods, serial CBAM and
parallel CBAM, were compared. As given in Table 2, MIoU
of serial CBAM increased by 1.1% on the basis of traditional
DeepLabv3+ and that of parallel CBAM increased by 1.9%
based on DeepLabv3+, so parallel CBAM had a better
segmentation effect [21].

To further discuss the details of serial and parallel ex-
periments, this study compared the traditional DeepLabv3+,
serial CBAM, parallel CAM, and parallel CBAM. Its seg-
mentation index and convergence rate are given in Table 3.

It can be concluded from Table 3 that, compared with the
traditional DeepLabv3+ model, whether in parallel or series,
the segmentation accuracy of the networks with attention
mechanisms has been improved. Among them, the networks
with parallel CBAM have the best MIoU.

MIoU effects were compared on the test dataset in four
cases, and the results are shown in Figure 7.

It can be concluded from Figure 7 that, compared with
the traditional DeepLabv3+ model, the networks with the
attention mechanism have faster convergence speed, and the
networks with parallel CBAM have the best convergence
speed.

*e experimental results show that the parallel attention
module can effectively improve the convergence speed and
segmentation accuracy of the model.

5. Conclusion

In this study, the semantic segmentation of deep learning is
introduced into the basketball scene, and the precise posi-
tioning of man and basketball is realized by segmentation,
which improves the insufficient accuracy of traditional
basketball segmentation. In this method, the SegNet decoder
is improved to improve the segmentation accuracy, and the

CBAM attention mechanism module is introduced, which is
connected with the spatial pyramid structure in parallel to
realize the optimization of redundant channels to improve
the sensitivity of edge position. *e experimental results
show that the MIoU of the proposed model is 1.9% higher
than that of DeepLabv3+, which improves the semantic
segmentation accuracy of basketball scenes and lays a
foundation for the development of referee robots in bas-
ketball scenes. At the same time, improving the speed of
semantic segmentation will become an important direction
for subsequent development.

Data Availability
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are available from the corresponding author upon request.
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